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Dept. of Psych.

Jan. 13, 1949

Dear Dean Stone:

...

This summer we would iike to have the following
courses at Eagle's Nest Camp:
First term (June 1.5 - July 5)
Techniques of Child Guidance.
Camp Administration.
Waite

Psychology 23],.
Physical Ed.
Second Term

Russell

(July 6 - July 26)

Psychology ~32 - Case studies in Child Guidance.
Physical Ed. Physiology of Hygiene.
Chambers

Waite

I

Third Term (July 27 - August 16)
Psychology 332 - Principles of Child Guidance.
Physical Ed.
Training of Athletic . Teams.

Waite
Chambez:s.

Each term would be three weeks, and each course would be a full
Only one course could be taken by a student in any one term.
I
We plan to take only a very few students., and most of them would
be from Rollins.
course.

Mr. Robert L. Chambers is on the physical education staff at
Duke University anq teaches courses there. Some of our students would
benefit from the opportunity of taking these courses.
If we have your approval, under the same terms and conditions
agreed upon between us last year, we will prepare our announcements
I

Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.)

Alex Waite

January 13, 1949
Aproved by the Physical Education Department.
(Sgd.) , Joe Justice
Dy Direction

So far as the mechanics of this are concerned, it would
be much easier to handle than it , as last year. I believe
it Y,ould need Faculty approval again., and porh ps ,te ought
to be prepared to meet requests from other faculty members
to give summer courses for credit.

LN
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SUGGESTED POLICY FOR SCHOLARSHIP STANDARDS
Revised for Jan. 14, 1949

In order to provide a statement of the scholarship standards of Rollins

College, the Faculty Administrative Board submits the following recommendation to the Faculty for discussion:
The standards and procedures outlined in this proposal are envisioned
as guides to the Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and the Upper
Division Board rather than as an attempt to set up an inflexible standard,
Thus, in handling borderline cases, it is expected that the Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and the Upper Division Board shall endeavor
to make distinctions between incapacity in a student and temporary lapses
in a student's record because of health, emotional, or other factors.

Scholarship Standards Required of First-Year Students

I.

To remain in college after one year, a student must have
(a) achieved an academic average of Usual, or only
slightly below (C-), for his second and third
terms, or
(b) achieved an academic average of Usual (C), or
better, for his third term.

A student who does not meet one of these mini!llum requirements shall be liable to suspension or dismissal from college
at the end of his first year.
Soholarship Standards Required for Admission
to the Upper Division

II.

In order to demonstrate his ability to go into the Upper
Division and pursue his major, a student must achieve in
his second year, either ·

(a) a general academic average ot Usual (C), with an
average of slightly better than Usual (c,') in the
courses already taken in his proposed major field,
or
(b) a general academic average of Usual or only slightly
belc,n (c-), with an average of Above Usual (B) in the
courses already taken in his proposed major field.
A student who does not meet one of these minimum i-equire•
m9nts shall be liable to suspension or dismissal from college
at the end of his second year.
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III.

(a) A student shall be admitted to the Upper Division
with a major only in a field in which he has demonstrated adequate ability, as defined in II above.
(b) In borderline cases, however, the Upper Division
Board, while not admitting the student to the
Upper Division, may at its dis.oration allow him
to pursue his major for one term. If in this
term he meets the standards of II above, the Board
shall admit him and allow him to go on with his
major. If the student does not meet these standards, III-a above shall apply.
(c) If ai'ter one or two terms in the Upper Division a
student is not achieving an average of slightly
better than Usual (C/) in his major courses, he
shall, with the advice and approval of his major
professor, the Registrar, and the Dean of the College,
change his major. Otherwise he shall be liable to
suspension or dismissal from college.

IV.

Suspension or dismissal of a student under these provisions
shall be under the jurisdiction of the Faculty Committee
on Academic Standing.

Scholarship Standards in the Upper Division
Required for Graduation
V.

In order to be eligible to receive a diploma from
Rollins College, a student must achieve in the Upper
Division (1). an average of slightly better than Usual
(C/) in the courses taken in his major field, and {2)
an average of Usual (C) in the courses taken outside
his major field.

The Faculty Committee on Academic Standing shall have
final jurisdiction under these provisions.

--·
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MINUTES
The fourth regular meeting of the Rollins College Faculty for the year
1948-49 was held in Dyer Memorial at 4:20 P.M. Friday, January 14, with Dean
Stone presiding in the absence of President Holt, who was in the hospital with
a minor ailment.
The following were present: Dean Stone, Professor Allen, Professor
Bailey, Doctor Bell, Professor Bem1ett, Professor Cameron, Professor Campbell,
Professor Charmbury, Dean Cleveland, Doctor Collier, Dean- Darrah, Professor Dean,
Professor Fenlon, Doctor Fort, Doctor France, Doctor Freeman, Doctor Gilbert,
Professor Grand, Professor Greason, Doctor Hanna, Mrs. Henderson, Doctor Honaas,
Professor Huntley, Professor Hutchins, Professor Jones, Doctor King, Professor
Lamb, Professor Magoun, Doctor Melcher, Doctor Minor, Mrs. Minor, Doctor Moore,
Miss Neville, Professor Ortmayer, Professor Packham, Professor Ritch, D~ctor
Russell, Professor Saute, Professor Shor, Doctor Smith, Doctor Starr, Professor
Tiedtke, Mr. Tollefson, Professor van Boecop, Doctor Vestal, Mr. Vincent, Doctor
Wager, Doctor Wagner, Doctor Waite, Professor Wilde.
Miss Neville announ9ed that Wednesday, February 9, was the mid-term date
and that reports would be due in the registrar I s office by noon on Friday, the
11th.
Dean Stone extended to the Faculty an invitation from Mr. Saunders,
manager of the Colony Theatre, to attend a showing of Vvalt Disney's "So Dear to
My Heart" on Saturday morning.

Mr. Tiedtke gave a brief progress report and re-emphasized the fact that
a balanced budget was imperative, even though it meant "making things do" muoh
longer than seemed desirable.
In the absence of Professor Mendell, chairman of the Faculty Administrative
Board, Dean Stone opened the meeting to a discussion of the Suggested Policy for
Scholarship Standards which had been prepared by the Board and distributed to
the Faculty. He reminded the Faculty that these suggestions represented a.
minimum or "rook-bottom" standard. He said it was not the intent of the
committee that a vote should be taken that day, but rather that the matter
should be discussed and also that the issue be raised of the advisability of
presenting the suggested plan to the Student Council. Dean Cleveland asked
whether it should not go first to the joint Student-Faculty Committee.
Doctor Starr and others questioned the advisability of taking it to the
students at all, since they felt it was the obligation of the Faculty to
establish academic standards. Following a period of discussion, .Doctor Waite
moved that the Faculty Administrative Board be authorized to eoquaint the
Student Council with these proposals through the joint Student-Faculty Committee.
The motion was seconded.
Doctor France moved that the motion be amended by the addition of the
phrase "and to seek their suggestions." Seconded.
Doctor Waite said the intent of his motion was to give the students
information. If they cared to take up the matter and make suggestions, the
suggestions would be received and considered.
The amendment was put to a vote and was lost.
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Following further discussion of the purpose to be achieved by presenting
the matter to the students, and of the manner of presentation, it was moved and
seconded that the motion be amended to include the statement that this particular
document be presented to the Joint Committee for the students' information.
The amendment was lost.
The original motion was then put to a vote and was lost, 15 to 19.
Doctor Gilbert moved that anyone should be free to discuss the matter
with a student if he wished to do so. The motion was seconded and carried.
It was voted to extend the time by ten minutes.

There was discussion as to the effect the Suggested Policy for Scholarship
Standards might have on the grading system and, in this connection, it was
suggested that the value of a Usual (C) grade should be clarified. It was also
suggested that some oonsidera.tion be given to entrance requirements.
The Faculty agreed that no formal action should be taken at this
meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:40 P. M.

Laura M. Neville
Secretary

(Please report any corrections to the Secretary.)

